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APERTURE – Point of View

BULLET-IN – News n’ Classifieds

Greetings again you ‘Buffalo Hunters’

Australian Arms Auctions P/L, Melbourne, wish to
advise that our next auction’s catalogue, No.46 will be
AVAILABLE ONLINE on the 27TH APRIL 2016.
Date: Sunday 1ST May 2016 at 10.00 am

Well here we are again, wonders will never cease, a little
late (that’s normal - I was the same with my
assignments at college).

Boito 12g Coach Gun, 20" barrels, excellent condition,
$450.

There are a few bits and pieces to advise/report on so it
is not my intention to fill this column with the usual
mindless drivel. So I will be brief and get on with the
show – so to speak.

Pair of Ruger .357m Vaquero revolvers, consecutive
No's $1600. ono.

Pedersoli Sharps in 45-90 govt. Fitted with Pedersoli

Firstly BRAA wishes to advise that Larry (Buz) Coker,
one of BRAA’s Honorary Members and organizer of the
Matthew Quigley Buffalo Rifle Match held in Forsyth,
Montana each year, is currently in treatment for a
serious illness.
For those of you who have had the pleasure of meeting
Buz, you would know that he and his family are warm
and extremely obliging and helpful people, especially
when it comes to helping us Aussies attend one of his
matches.
We at BRAA wish Buz and his family all the best for his
treatment and know that our thoughts and prayers are
with them during this coming difficult time.

long-range soulle sight and Lyman front tunnel sight,
aluminum case and 50 new starline unprimed cases.
Rifle in good condition, case in fair condition. Asking
$1600 ONO.
Martini Cadet .310 excellent condition includes cases,
die set and projectiles Asking $350

Black suede leather frontiersman jacket with quill
decorations, size 2xl, cost US$350, worn once - asking
$190

Colt commemorative Bowie, huge knife, Exc condition
$125

Enough from me - now a word from El Presidenté ..S/f

Photos available for all items on request.

Eight of our members and one supporter enjoyed a very
good shoot at the Majura Range complex in Canberra on
Sunday and Monday 27-28 March 2016. The company
was excellent the Weather was kind and the shooting
was very good. A report on the shoot follows later in
this Newsletter.

THE POSSE – Complaints Dept.
President:

Secretary/Treasurer: Bill Sherman
0418 257 330

What was disappointing about the weekend was the
number of members who attended. I realise that not all
members can attend all shoots, Canberra is some
distance to travel and Easter can be a difficult time for
some people but it would have been nice to have a few
more participants. Please give your consideration to
attending a few more shoots in the coming months
perhaps starting with the Mini Quigley in April. The
targets are the same type as Quigley and the distances
are the same as they shoot in Montana. See how your
results compare with the Americans, you might be
surprised!
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Brad Skyrm
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Paul Radin

Committee:

Ken Brown
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SHOT TO BITZ – Wot Happened

Gary
Kristy

Cooyal Whiskey Shoot – Feb 2016

Scoring is now much more detailed as follows;

	
  

300

600

800

1000

Total

Gavin
Andrew
Ken B
Brad
Paul R
Paul M

1
2
3
4
5
6

87.1
84.1
81.1
63
64
50

86.1
78.2
87
77.2
55
70.1

88
58.1
55
49.1
51
43

30
39
24
40
59
30

291.2
259.4
247.1
229.3
229
193.1

64
0

62.1
61.1

30
40

0
dnf

156.1
101.1

Don’t let that fearsome look fool you, Andrew and
Kristie did a marvelous job of preparing dinner on
Saturday night. The Shabu Shabu was superb, we all
had our fill of fine cuisine with a little wine to add to the
flavor.

There were some pretty close scores in the first three at
300 yds for the 500 yds and the 600 yds started sorting
them out.
The 1000 yd event on Sunday had no real effect on the
scores as clearly Gavin was the overall winner.
The top scores have been highlighted to show individual
event winners.
Posn.

7
8

It’s worth noting that one of our shooters at the 1000 yd
range spent a good deal of his time shooting branches
off a tree rather than trying to hit the target.
Accordingly his score at that range did reflect his
enthusiasm for timber cutting.

The Feb 2016 Whiskey Shoot was scheduled as a paper
shoot in sequence at 800 yds, 600 yds and 300 yds on
Saturday and 1000 yds on Sunday.
To improve our scoring system we have introduced a
new, more realistic and traditional target which proved
to be great success.

Name
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Federal Easter Shoot – Mar 2016

Shooting finished for the day at 4 and the group enjoyed
a very nice happy hour before a group decision to order
take away Pizzas for dinner

Eight competitors showed up on Saturday evening for
the Sunday Monday Easter shoot. Four of us set up
camp in the Bunkhouse at the range and the rest met us
at The Eagles Nest pub for a bistro dinner. Those
staying in the Bunkhouse had set up the targets one on
the left hand bank for the 1000 yard and one on the
right for the 800,600 and400 yard distances. After a
nice cooked breakfast for which thanks go to new
Member Peter Tooley we set up on the 1000yd mound
with four shooting, two in the butts scoring and a
Spotter and Range officer running the match. After the
first detail finished we changed over and the second
group shot. 5 sighting rounds then 10 scoring rounds 3
points for a target hit in the white 5 points for a hit in
the black area and 10 points for a hit in the bread plate
sized bulls eye.

Monday morning was overcast with the threat of rain
which didn’t eventuate. At 9.00 after another cooked
breakfast we moved to the 400 yard range with the
likelihood of the match being decided by the number of
bulls eyes. Six shooters did have a bulls eye but only one
each in the match. Ken, Terry, Andrew and bill all had a
score of 55 with Gary and Kristie following with 53. All
bar 7 shots were either Bulls eyes or black hits.
The usual Presentation of Easter eggs took place after
the match the overall results being Ken Hiley first with
a score of 167, Andrew Tuft second with 163 and Terry
MacCallum third with159.

The 1000-yard distance was won by Terry McCallum
and Bill Sherman each with a score of 22. Things
improved at the 800yard range with plenty of black hits
but no bulls. The 800yard winner was Ken Hiley with a
score of 48 with 9 black hits and one white no bulls. The
last range shot for the day was the 600 yards . Andrew
Tuft won this with a score of 53 including the first Bull
for the day. Kristie Gary and Ken were second with 47
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GUNSMITH – Interesting Stuff
What is it that makes a good shot??, one that makes the
steel clang or puts a small hole in the corflute at 1000
yards. I think that there are a number of factors that
produce that satisfying result. What follows is just my
list, the things I do to try to achieve that good result.
Firstly there is all that preparatory stuff starting with
casting bullets. A good cast can take time, the right
temperature, fluxing and first up preparation of the
right lead tin mix. I cast with our esteemed editor who
is responsible for making up the mix, perhaps why he is
known as the “Mixmaster” It can take up to 20 failed
attempts to make a good bullet but if the Mix is at the
right temperature, I like 800-850 degrees then decent
results should start to come. We also flux the mix on a
regular basis probably about every 30-40 bullets to
ensure the tin and lead stays mixed. We use Marvellux
to do our fluxing but there are many different fluxes .

ON THE LINE – Wotz Nextz.
COMING UP – Calendar & Special
Events
2016 CALENDAR

DATE

VENUE

EVENTS

MATCH

PRACTICE

Jan 23-24
Feb 27-28
Mar 26-28

Cooyal
Cooyal
Canberra

Gong
Paper
Paper

Apr 23-24

Cooyal

Gong

Lever/R
.22 Rifle
Metallic
Silhouette
Q/ Bucket

May 28-29

Nioka

Gong

Shotgun

Jun 25-26
Jul 23-24
Aug 27-28
Sep 24-25

Cooyal
Cooyal
Cooyal
Nioka

Gong
Paper
Gong
Gong

.22 Rifle
Lever/R
Muzzle/L
.22 Rifle

Oct 22-23
Nov 26-27
December

8,7,6 + 9
6,5,2 +7

7,5,2 + 9
8,6,3 + 10
10,8,6,4 &
3
Mini
Quigley
10,9,8,6 &
3
9,6,4 + 10
6,5,3 +8
8,6,3 + 10
Billy
Dixon
8,7,6 + 9
6,5,2 + 7

Paper
Gong
No
Match

Pistol
Shotgun

After producing our bullets we weigh each one and
batch them in 1/10 grain lots. These are then combined
in one grain batches and I am happy to use those within
a 2 grain difference when loading. Any extreme weights
go back in the melting pot. Experience has shown that
better results will be achieved if at least 10 seconds
passes between filling the mould and opening it.
All bullets to be used are then lube sized using a RCBS
lubesizer with a 459 die and SPG lube. Whilst it can
become a bit soft in hot weather SPG seems to give good
results most of the time in contributing to soft fouling.

Notes: *
* all distances 300 and below are shot off-hand

Cases are deprimed then cleaned using Birchwood
Casey Case Cleaner then tumbled to produce a polished
case I don’t check case length too often but I do anneal
my cases after about three uses as this relieves the
work hardened case mouth and makes the costly little
things last longer.

* the ‘numbers’ are (hundred) yards.
* the match will be shot in the order
shown
* the '+' separates Sat & Sun in that order
* practice is held only if time and daylight permit.

I hand prime each case using a single primer hand tool
and then neck size each case before giving the mouth a
slight bell. I lube the top of each case with Imperial Lube
before necksizing and wipe each one afterwards

There is no advice of any up-coming special events.
……………..Ed

After all my cases are necksized, belled and primed its
time for powder I use an MVA powder thrower and
Swiss 1 đ Fg powder. Before filling the thrower the
powder bottle is rolled and turned end over end to mix
any smaller granules and dust into the powder. I use a
half inch dia copper tube 36 inches long with a small

BISON TALES - Tall Tales and true
More stuff coming next issue! ……………………………Ed
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funnel and piece of plastic hose on the bullet end which
holds a cartridge firmly. It is important to be consistent
in the use of the Powder thrower lever to get a
consistent measure. To be certain I weigh each 20th load
but I have found my loads to be within .2 of a grain if I
am consistent with the lever.
Once the cases have been filled with the right amount of
powder I push in a thirty thou Walters vegetable wad to
the top of the powder column and then seat the lubed
projectile onto the wad. Always remember to wipe the
bottom of the projectile before seating it to avoid the
wad glueing itself to the projectile which will
dramatically affect accuracy. Obviously my dies have
been set up to carry out these actions and so that the
Projectile sits on top of the powder column. If you intend
to put some compression into the powder, do this with a
compression die rather than the projectile as this can
cause bullet slump. Wano powder seems to work better
with Compression and it is often said that Swiss powder
doesn’t like compression at all. I slightly compress
Swiss, about 1/10th inch in my 45-90 and not at all in
my 45-70 It is a good thing if your projectile slightly
enters the rifling and to achieve this it may be
necessary to seat the bullet out from the case with one
or more grease grooves exposed and more powder in
the case to compensate.
Next Month: - How to shoot effectively- or not! ….Gary
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